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I. Abstract 

The project: Creation and development of educational tools to promote biodiversity at Sika Kondji, with under 

title Biodiversity promotion at Sika Kondji (Tabligbo) and beyond, had brought us to meet and to discuss with 

different people such as students of Sika Kondji public college, some delegates of local community of Sika 

Kondji and the executive director of NGO Chez Soi Au Togo. Then we obtained his accord and support to 

promote together biodiversity at Sika Kondji and beyond. During this research stage, we had visited farms 

surround the Quarry, bank of river Mono, wastes garbage of Scantogo and nursery of Scantogo too. The 

definition of biodiversity concept had been not known by the population. According to the Information we 

collected in documentary research and on the fields, we propose: to create Education Game which aim to let 

people know about biodiversity and its stakes, design and organize events about biodiversity and sustainable 

development, create and manage blog to inform press and public opinion about all our events such as 

observations of biodiversity comeback in the village and the quarry, our campaign and at the end to produce 

revue as the project report. 

II. Introduction 

During those decades, environmental questions became preoccupations for the major governments and 

organizations in the world. 

So United Nations (UN) instituted some International days to raise awareness for all populations about 

environment, its stakes and the dangers which are on our planet. We can remark as celebrations: Environment 

World Day (5th June), World Wild Life Day (3rd March), World Menaced Species Day (11th May) World Oceans 

Day (8th June), World Water Day (22th May) and International Day of Biological Diversity ( 22th May). Others 

celebrations exist at regional or under regional level such as: African Ecological Day (20th July) and at national 

level we have Tree Day on 1st June in Togo. With those celebrations we can lose but it demonstrate how many 

environmental stakes we have and the necessity to protect fauna and fora (biodiversity). Most of the world 

population hadn’t known about some celebrating days. So we must often talk about all. Because decrease of 

one specie or climatic changing can conduct to others species decreases. 

Many discussions meetings and conventions were happened then international and juridical pacts were signed 

to reduce planet degradation and biodiversity decreases. We remember of Climate Conference at Paris (France) 

COP21 and Biological Diversity convention on 5th June 1992 at Rio de Janeiro (Brasilia). 

Despite human being takes part in biodiversity, he has part of responsibility in its decrease. With mining 

activities, we induce perturbation in most ecosystems. So since 2012 HeidelbergCement group had instituted 

Quarry Life Award to correct it in his quarries and around. We join and encourage this action then submit this 

project. 
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First Edition in Togo, we want to know if biodiversity concept has been known by our population and particularly 

at Sika Kondji. That why we titled the project: Creation and development of educational tools to promote 

biodiversity at Sika Kondji, with under title Biodiversity promotion at Sika Kondji (Tabligbo) and beyond. 

III. Objectives 

This project that we titled: Creation and development of educational tools to promote biodiversity at Sika Kondji, 

with under title Biodiversity promotion at Sika Kondji (Tabligbo) and beyond, aim to encourage biological 

diversity in Togo and principally at Sika Kondji. 

1. General Objectives 

This project aim to: 

 Let people to know Biodiversity concept and its stakes 

 Mobilize people to protect biodiversity individually and together  

 Bring people about respectful practices observed in the environment for sustainable 

development 

2. Specifics objectives 

 Create information and educational tools about biodiversity for students and large public 

 Design and organize education and raising awareness activities with some delegates of local 

Community, NGO and HeidelbergCement to promote biodiversity at Sika Kondji 

IV. Public Target 

The project: Creation and development of educational tools to promote biodiversity at Sika Kondji has as public 

target population of Togo in generally and the people of Tokpli in particularly. 

1. General Public 

 Population of Togo  

2. Principal Public: 

 Population of Tokpli 

 Local community of Sika Kondji 

 Students of public college of Sika Kondji (over 200 students) 
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V. Context description 

Small land of West Africa, Togo is situated at the North by Burkina Faso, East by Benin, West by Ghana and at 

the South by Atlantic Ocean. The superficies of Togo is 56 000 Km2 with 650 Km length from South to North and 

50 Km of littoral side. Population of Togo comes near 6 000 000 persons. There is hot tropical climate more and 

less humid. Climate can be devised in 2 types: at the south, subequatorial climate or Guinean then at the north, 

Sudanese climate or tropical climate. Those climates are influenced by 2 winds: Mousson at the south and 

Harmattan at the north. There are also 2 ecological zones: at the north of Togo, we find out Sudanese savannah 

and at the south Guinean savannah. Forest galleries are the long of the rivers Zio and Haho. Togo has 2 big 

rivers: Oti at the north and Mono at the south of the country. Incidence zone is at 8 km from the near town 

(Tabligbo). It cover 14 Km2 and it is a regrouping of some villages such as Sika Kondji, Assou kondji, Gneda 

Kondji and Logokpo etc. Sika Kondji village is characterized by big agricultural lands and fallow lands. At the 

East extremity of the quarry, we find Mono (river). The relief of the project zone is called continental plateau. 

Here exist only rural road to reach quarters and villages. Most habitations are built in traditional type.  

In Togo, biodiversity can be appreciated through several ecosystems 

 Terrestrial ecosystem: Sudanese and Guinean savannah, clear and sec forest   

 Aquatic ecosystem: ocean, lake and lagoon (Volta, Mono, Zio-Haho etc.)  

In Togo, it was registered in the flora: 3491 terrestrial species and 261 aquatic species allocated on the national 

territory. Just one vegetal specie which found out at the north of Bassar, Phyllanthus (Euphorbiaceae) is notified 

as endemic. Togolese Fauna inventory allowed to register 3476 terrestrial species, 1146 aquatic species and 18 

domestic terrestrial species (birds and mammals). 3 amphibians are classed endemic: conroua derooi in Plateau 

Region (Kloto), aubria subsugillata in Maritime Region (kovié), bufo togoensis in Central Region (Adélé).1 

But this ecosystems are unfortunately in perpetual degradation by anthropic oppressions.  

In Topkli canton and particularly in Sika Kondji, are some island forests and galleries forests in which we can find 

species as: Ceiba, Milicia, Antiaris, Pterocapsus santalinoides, Cymenotra megalophylla, Parnari congenis, Cola 

laurifolia, oil palm (Elaeis guineensis), Tectona grandis , baobab (Adansonia digitata), mango tree (Manguifera 

indica), (Azadirachta indica), banana tree, orange tree (Citrus). Sika Kondji fauna is characterized by species 

such as: lizards (Agama agama), chameleons (Chameleo gracilis, Chameleo senegalensis), tortoises (Kinixys 

belliana) and snacks. Birds and mouse are also in this savannah2. Fishes and hippopotamus exist in the river 

Mono. But hippopotamus are few now in the river then also leaved Tokpli side. Fishes are rare too. 

                                                      
1 Information and exchange centre 

2 Scantogo document 
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VI. Methods 

For the project writing, we used different methods. We had done documentary research on biodiversity and its 

stakes, research about biodiversity in Togo, research on Game and educational activities about biodiversity. Also 

we met local community of Sika Kondji members to collect different information and ask them to take part in the 

next campaign with us. As methods we used focus group and individual interview which were done in social 

science for quality research. We worked with the students so that to collect information and to evaluate his level 

about biodiversity. Then we visited Mono (river), farms surround the quarry and the wastes garbage of Scantogo. 

VII. Results 

1. Implemented Activities 

On 15th April 2016, we sent cooperation demand to the public college of Sika Kondji. Then we met on the Friday 

29th 2016 the director of the college Mr Alowonou Kodjo Nouchté. So an agreement was received from Sika 

Kondji public college direction to work together. Sika Kondji public college is the only college in the village and 

has just 4 classrooms.  

On Friday 6Th May 2016, we had our first training with the students. During 2 hours 30 minutes, we had told with 

40 students of second class of college about biodiversity and its stakes. It was also the opportunity for those 

students aged from 12 to 17 old to share his views of biodiversity surround Sika Kondji on answers to the 

questions and the drawings. 

On 19th May 2016, we visited with 48 students and his director clay and calcareous quarry of Scantogo under 

supervision of engineer of health, safety and environment Rémy K. H. Towoezim. Clay and calcareous are 

elements going in clinker production. It was the opportunity to show them that human activities have impact on 

environment and biodiversity. We also explained them that Scantogo and HeidelbergCement group have an 

environment policy for rehabilitation quarry and promotion biodiversity during and after exploitation.  We had 

shown them 2 hectares areas exploited of the quarry which are arranged to forest on 3rd June 2016. 

On 3th June 2016, I was invited with others participants to contribute to rehabilitate two (2) hectares (already 

exploited) at Sika Kondji Quarry (Scantogo). I planted one tree. Various species of animals and plants will be 

settled the area. Before that we had the honour to present our project to Doctor Owsu one international jury 

member during his visit in Togo.  

During our passage at Sika Kondji public college, the direction had raised inundation problem behind the college 

construction. This situation can make fragile the construction. So an application was sent to Scantogo and its 

foundation to assist the college to forest that area. Because the vegetation assure area waters flux. That reduce 

inundation risk and protect the ground against erosion. So that two hundred (200) plants of khaya senegalisis 

were planted behind and by side of the construction.  
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On 16th August 2016 in the morning, we had done research promenade on the bank of Mono (river) to learn 

about fishing from there. According to one man who we saw on the bank, electrical barrage Nangbéto upstream 

on the river keep big fishes. So they are obliged to make appropriated fillet to catch small fishes. Today, fishing 

activities are rare on that part of the river. Our Advice to this man was: we must let small fishes grow and 

reproduce before all catching so that to assure sustainable development. Next, we want to teach to all the rest of 

the community good and respectful farming practices of environment and biodiversity protection. 

On 16th August 2016, in the afternoon, beyond the information, we received from Scantogo, we wanted to know 

more about the locality. So that we met tree (3) delegates of the local community of Sika Kondji: Mr Ziomé Kossi 

director of cantonal development, Mr Agbassou vice-president of village’s development committee and Mr 

Anagonou Ablamévi vice-president of street development committee. We had learnt that at the beginning of 

1980, Sika Kondji had started to lose most part of its biodiversity aspect.  They were in the region:  monkeys, 

hippopotamus and antelopes etc. Degradations are provoked by anthropic oppressions as mining activities, 

conflict situation between hippopotamus and farmers then insecticides usage by farmers. Today even bees were 

rare. During interview, local community delegates wished that we restore some lakes banks in the canton such 

as: Mono, Kovi, Zékété, Avafiagan, and Avafiavi etc. they expect also with assistance of Scantogo to introduce 

aquiculture and to garden on the banks before the project of artificial lake creation by Scantogo at the end of the 

exploitation. Delegates are ready to work with us in biodiversity promotion 

After the interview with the delegates of the local community, we visited Scantogo nursery at Monénou.  

On 17th August 2016, joined on the public place of the village at that period of holydays, we had talked with 

students and others intriguing persons about biodiversity concept and its stakes. After, we had asked questions 

then the best answers had received prices such as school articles and toys. It was also the opportunity to us to 

test our quiz. 

On 18th August 2016, we visited the garbage where wastes from factory, residential city and canteen of 

Scantogo are storing. We learned that workers sort wastes like metal, plastic and glass bottles. Then people 

specially women can to buy it. But after failure commercial negotiation of compost, one work decided to use 

compost from food wastes of Scantogo to develop nursery. We visited it, it was a success. Wastes removal 

society name is Plénitude de Grâce. Now we think that this activity can be better organized. Why not cooperative 

or partnership between farmers and wastes removal society? Entrepreneurial Centre of Scantogo can assist 

persons to do it. 

In the afternoon of 18th August 2016, we offered two (2) balls of football to Sika Kondji public college so that to 

diversify his out scholastic activities and sports at the next academic year. As human being take place in 

biodiversity, it’s important that we think about his well-being through students of Sika Kondji public college with 

sport.  
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At the last stage, we sent request to NGO Chez Soi Au Togo to establish partnership between us. On the 26th 

September 2016, we met the executive director Mr Zakaria Gbessia of NGO Chez Soi Au Togo. After rich 

discussion, we obtained his accord and support to promote together biodiversity at Sika Kondji and beyond. 

NGO Chez Soi Au Togo is an organization which work actively for well-being and well environment in mining 

localities in Togo. 

2. Planned actions  

Creation and development tools to promote biodiversity at Sika Kondji is a program for education and raising 

awareness which aim to promote biodiversity surround Sika Kondji Quarry. This research stage on the fields 

confirmed us that most people can’t definite clearly biodiversity concept and they don’t know the stakes. So we 

kept our first ideas to promote biodiversity: education game production, blog creation, events planning and at the 

end stage magazine production and distribution. 

a) Educational game: We titled our game: Who want the green crown. It is a quiz which build surround 

biodiversity thematic and under subjects of biodiversity then sustainable development. 2 challengers 

play and answer to the questions. On each good respond, player win card on which animal or vegetal 

specie is drawn. At the end of the party, player who obtain most cards is the winner. But he must 

constitute ecosystem or establish alimentary chain before. Who want the green crown allow children and 

large public to know about biodiversity and its stakes. For its production, we decide to use retrained 

papers and vegetable inks. 

b) Biodiversity events promotion Days at Sika Kondji: We named this event Green Sika Day. 

Campaign on biodiversity, training for good and respectful farming practices of environment and 

biodiversity protection, ecological consumption.  Some themes will develop as: 

 What’s biodiversity and which are the stakes? ( in quarters: large public) 

 Fields observations in Sika Kondji quarry (biodiversity comeback in the rehabilitation area: 

students) 

 How to fertiliser farm? (Compost and others technics: large public)  

 How to make bio-insecticides (large public) 

 Which Fishing on Mono for sustainable development? (large public) 

 How to retain paper? ( create recycling unit at the college then collect paper from Scantogo 

office and other place: Eco-consumption) 

 Well Environment, Sika Kondji proper : (large public) 
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c) Blog Eco Quarry by Scantogo:  Eco Quarry by Scantogo is a blog. It can be accessed on 

www.eco-quarry-by-scantogo.org .This blog is the way to broadcast activities of our program. Other side, 

it can reach more people and build Scantogo notoriety. Subjects of Eco Quarry by Scantogo can be: 

Green Quarry Day activities, HeidelbergCement Togo Foundation nursery activities and all restoration 

projects of Quarry Life Award. Brief all promotion activities surround Sika Kondji quarry. Then drawings, 

photos and text of students from quarry observations will be publish on it.  

d) Green Sika: Green Sika is a paper tool (magazine) in which all biodiversity promotion activities 

surround Sika Kondji Quarry will appear. It is like final report of our project. It will produce at the end of 

the project and distribute to public and administrative authorities and to the press. 

VIII. Argumentation 

Why do we must realize this project? Our Education activities at the college brought about reforestation of 

inundation area with 200 plants of Khaya senegalensis. Because we touched them that the vegetation assure 

area waters flux and protect soil against erosion. When those plants are growing, they will become habitats for 

birds and insects. As the community learnt about our project, they want that we will reforest banks of Mono 

(river) and others lakes in the canton Tokpli. Also with our project, local community will learn about better 

knowledge and cheap practices to farm for better crops in respect of environment and biodiversity. During our 

research, we found out that people don’t know well biodiversity concept in Sika Kondji even in Lomé (Capital 

city). At that question, people said that isn’t it something about environment? It’s the same about environment 

and biodiversity Days. For the short history, Sika Kondji College has not Agriculture teacher but students choose 

it as facultative discipline at national Exam. Because the most of students help his parents at the farm. We think 

that our project can contribute for biodiversity and its stakes understanding so that each one will do something to 

protect it. 

IX. Added Value of the project 

 

Added Value for biodiversity 

 Better knowledge of the biodiversity concept and its stakes for better 

protection 

 Creation of new habitats for biodiversity (birds, insects, frogs) 

 

 

Added Value for Society 

 Acquisition of cheap practices to farm at Sika Kondji for better crop 

 Acquisition of informatics materials and informatics initiation at Sika 

Kondji college to allow information putting online ( blog) by students 

themselves 

Added Value for company 
Scantogo (HeidelbergCement) 

 Reinforcement of Scantogo image (notoriety) between public 

opinions in Togo face Wacem and others industries 

http://www.eco-quarry-by-scantogo.org/
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X. Conclusion 

Quarry Life Award competition allowed us to find out Biodiversity concept and its stakes. Our meeting with local 

community, students and NGO Chez Soi Au Togo members were enriched. People had accepted environment 

policy of Scantogo which we had tried to divulge. But people are waiting to see the results of the rehabilitation 

which was done on the 3rd June 2016. So that our activity which concern to observe often that area is important 

to demonstrate it to the community. During the research stage, we obtained some deals with some different 

parties. It assure us that our project will contribute to protect biodiversity at Sika Kondji and beyond. It also will 

make strongest Scantogo notoriety in Togo.  

The project happen on 14 months and divide in 2 parts: 2 months for tools production (Education Game and 

blog) then 12 months for the campaign, formation and fields observations at Quarry (rehabilitated areas). 

 

 

Estimated costs of implementation (budget) 39977 Euros (26 185 000 F CFA) 

Game Production  8473 Euros                    

(5 550 000 F CFA) 

Creation and Animation of the blog, materials informatics 

acquisition and  internet subscription 

6870 Euros                                 

(4 500 000 F CFA)  

Campaign Organizing   17 000 Euros                   

(11 135 000 F CFA) 

Production and distribution of magazine  7633 Euros (5 000 000 

F CFA) 
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Annexe : 1 

 Educational Game Logo  
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Project tags (select all appropriate): 

This will be use to classify your project in the project archive (that is also available online) 
 

 
Project focus: 

Biodiversity management 
Cooperation programmes 
Education and Raising awareness 
Landscape management - rehabilitation 
Rehabilitation 
Soil management 

 
Flora:   

Ferns   
Flowering plants    
 

 
Fauna: 

Amphibians   
Birds   
Dragonflies & Butterflies   
Fish     
Reptiles   
Spiders   
Other insects   
Other species 

 

Habitat: 

Fields - crops/culture   
Forest   
Grassland   
Human settlement   
Shrubs & groves   
Soil   
Wander biotopes 
Water bodies (flowing, standing)   
Wetland 

Stakeholders:  

Local community   
NGOs   
Schools   
 

 

 


